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The stars have called you for millennia and now you walk among them. A universe of possibilities 5d3b920ae0
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Makes everything better and megastructures are awesome. Megastructures! Play tall, decimate! :). if you enjoy the base game
definitely pick this up as it expands the game play a lot with the most notable change being the ascension perks adding a whole
new layer to the game.. Since I have all the Stellaris DLC except for the most recent 2 (Distant Stars and Megacorp) I decided to
review this one for a change. I am going to rate Utopia as recommended only because its added features are some of the only
ones I predominantly use in a typical game (though I haven't played much with the 2.2 update so keep that in mind). The only
real reason you would buy this are obviously the ring worlds, habitats and Dyson sphere etc which are all very useful, but not
$20 useful. Also, I heard that the ring world and habitat are less valuable in 2.2 Stellaris which leads me to my conclusion. Yes,
this DLC in rather useful, but a sale is preferable if you want it.. No availabe DLC. . .. Oh, I have to buy two other DLCs to get
all the megastructures, even though this is the megastructure dlc? Neato!
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